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Concentric Coluzzle Tutorial
April/May 2005 

This beautiful technique, written and fi lmed by Staff Writer Judi Hays, is full of texture and color. Judi suggests that you use the Heat 

it tool (made by Ranger) because regular heat tools distort the Liquid Sculpy.

Supplies:
- Black Cardstock
- Coluzzle Templates
- Coluzzle Swivel Cutting Tool
- Coluzzle Cutting Cushion
- Craft Knife
- Black Permanent Dye Re-inker
- Make-up Wedge
- VersaMark or Ranger Perfect Medium Pad
- Mica Powders (Pearl Ex or Perfect Pearls)
- Small Paint Brush
- Large Soft Bristle Paint Brush
- Pop Dots or Foam Tape
- Ranger Heat It Heat Tool 
- Translucent Liquid Sculpy
- Two-Sided Adhesive
- Low Tack Masking Tape

Step One:
Place Coluzzle cutting cushion on worktable. Place black 
cardstock on top of cushion. Place Coluzzle template on 
black cardstock. Use low-tack masking tape to keep 
template from moving.

Step Two:
Using the coluzzle swivel cutting tool with enough pressure 
to cut through each channel, start by cutting the fi rst channel 
in the center. Skip a channel and cut the third channel, skip a 
channel again and cut the fi fth channel. Repeat this procedure 
until you’ve cut every other channel in the template.

Keep track of the Coluzzle channels by numbering them with 
a permanent marker using one color for even numbers and 
another color for odd numbers.
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Step Six:
Place a small amount of black dye ink onto a disposable 
container. Dip the make-up wedge into the ink and apply 
directly over the hardened sculpy. Apply in a pouncing 
motion to completely cover the cardstock and the Sculpy. 
Repeat for each shape.

Step Four:
Squeeze a tiny amount of Liquid Sculpy on each cut shape. 
Be careful to only apply a small amount; otherwise it will spread. 
Create a symmetrical pattern on each shape

Step Five:
Use Heat It  tool to heat the Liquid Sculpy. As the Sculpy 
changes from shiny to dull, it will harden. Repeat with 
each shape.

Step Four Continued:

Step Seven:
Heat set permanent ink until the ink is totally dry.

Step Three:
After the channels are cut, remove the template carefully 
to keep the cardstock from tearing. Use craft knife to cut 
apart shapes.
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Step Nine:
Using the small paintbrush, apply the mica powder to each 
shape. Alternate colors on shapes for most interesting design. 
Perfect Pearls have better coverage than Pearl Ex, and the 
Pearl Ex Interference colors worked well on the black cardstock.

Step Eleven:
Turn each shape over and place adhesive on the back, 
alternating between plain adhesive and pop dots to vary 
depth. The smallest shape should be mounted directly 
onto cardstock.

Step Ten:
Use a large soft paint brush to brush away any excess mica 
powder from each shape.

Step Eight:
Liberally apply VersaMark or Ranger  Perfect Medium to each 
of the shapes. 

Note: the small ink spots work very well. 

Step Twelve:
The second shape, with pop dots on the back, should be placed into position, nested over the fi rst.
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Finished Card
Artwork by:  Judi Hays

Step Fourteen: 
Add sparkle to the fi nished piece using glitter glue, 
rhinestones and Diamond Glaze.  Mount fi nished piece 
on coordinating cardstock.

Step Thirteen Continued:

Step Thirteen:
Place two layers of pop-dots on the outermost circle to give it height and place into next position.
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Finished Card
Artwork by:  Linda Hosey
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